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ASX News LIVE | ASX to Rise; Consumer Data Due Today, Ansell Completes $400m Raise
            A quiet start to the week as traders pare back bets of Fed cuts in June. Odds are now a coin toss as bond yields climb to Nov highs. NAB and Westpac Surveys out this morning. 
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What made Australia great was merit, and we must not lose our way with identity politics
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The best ever…

	Oil Price Rally to End the Market’s Bull Run?by Murray Dawes
Geopolitical tensions spark oil price rally.
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Capricorn Metals [ASX:CMM] Falls on Lower Production but Gold Price Offers Hopeby Charlie Ormond
Capricorn Metals disappoints investors with low production due to heavy rainfall. Does this offer a buying opportunity?
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Capricorn Metals [ASX:CMM] Falls on Lower Production but Gold Price Offers Hope
 

ASX:ARU


Arafura [ASX:ARU] Shares Explode After Govt Backs NT Project
 

ASX:360


Life360 [ASX:360] Shares Go to the Moon as Company Takes Bold Leap into Advertising
 

ASX:WOW


Shock Retirement of Woolworths CEO Puts Price Gouging in the Spotlight
 

ASX:BLD


Seven Group Seeks Full Control of Boral [ASX:BLD] in Strategic Bid
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	Oil Price Rally to End the Market’s Bull Run?by Murray Dawes
Geopolitical tensions spark oil price rally.

	Why Nuclear Power can’t Save AI from Net Zeroby Nick Hubble
There’s only one solution to AI’s voracious demand for electricity, but…
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	Where are the Amazons and Googles of AI hiding?by Nick Hubble
Which shareholders became outrageously rich by inventing the steam engine? 
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	Need, Not Raceby Brian Chu
What made Australia great was merit, and we must not lose our way with identity politics
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	Record Highs or a Monetary Mirage?by Ryan Dinse
If you don’t get this basic fact right, you’re reading everything else wrong.
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	Seven Group Seeks Full Control of Boral [ASX:BLD] in Strategic Bidby Charlie Ormond
Seven Group lobbed a bid for the remainder of Boral in a deal described as its best and final offer that values the company at $6.9 billion. 
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	Life360 [ASX:360] Shares Go to the Moon as Company Takes Bold Leap into Advertisingby Charlie Ormond
Life360 shares see their biggest one-day jump as the company rounds the corner into a clear path to profitability, but can the good times last?
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	Capricorn Metals [ASX:CMM] Falls on Lower Production but Gold Price Offers Hopeby Charlie Ormond
Capricorn Metals disappoints investors with low production due to heavy rainfall. Does this offer a buying opportunity?
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	Evolution Mining [ASX:EVN] Wins Bid for Northparkes Mineby Charlie Ormond
Evolution Mining has beaten its rivals to buy an 80% stake in Northparkes copper-gold mine for up to US$475 million.
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	60% in Eight Months!by Murray Dawes
Learn how to plan a trade from entry to exit
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About

			Investment ideas from the edge of the bell curve.

Go beyond conventional investing strategies with unique ideas and actionable opportunities. Our expert editors deliver conviction-led insights to guide your financial journey.



		


Quick Links

			Subscribe

About

FAQ

Terms and Conditions

Financial Services Guide

Privacy Policy



		


Get in Touch

			Contact Us

Email: support@fattail.com.au

Phone: 1300 667 481



		



	All advice is general in nature and has not taken into account your personal circumstances. Please seek independent financial advice regarding your own situation, or if in doubt about the suitability of an investment.



	The value of any investment and the income derived from it can go down as well as up. Never invest more than you can afford to lose and keep in mind the ultimate risk is that you can lose whatever you’ve invested. While useful for detecting patterns, the past is not a guide to future performance. Some figures contained in our reports are forecasts and may not be a reliable indicator of future results. Any actual or potential gains in these reports may not include taxes, brokerage commissions, or associated fees.
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